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Introduction

One-lung ventilation (OLV) is frequently used during thoracic
surgery to facilitate surgical exposure. The ventilation–
perfusion mismatch that results from perfusion of the non-
ventilated lung can cause significant transpulmonary shunt-
ing and hypoxemia. Significant hypoxemia, defined as an
oxygen saturation less than 90%, occurs in 5 to 10% of patients
during OLV.1,2 The effective management of hypoxemia
during OLV remains a challenge for the anesthesiologist,
but an understanding of the various oxygenation strategies
and their implementation in a systematic fashion helps to
avoid the need to abandon OLV. We present a 12-year-old girl
who developed severe hypoxemia during OLV that was
not corrected by the usual maneuvers including oxygen

insufflations into the surgical lung. Hypoxemia was success-
fully treated with a phenylephrine infusion. The potential
applications of α-adrenergic agonists such as phenylephrine
in the treatment of hypoxemia during OVL are discussed and
its physiologic basis reviewed.

Case Report

Institutional Review Board approval for publication of single
case reports is not required atNationwide Children’s Hospital.
An otherwise healthy 12-year-old, 35 kg, girl was scheduled
for anterior–posterior spinal fusion. Preoperative examina-
tion revealed idiopathic scoliosis with no history of cardio-
pulmonary disease. A thoracoscopic approach was planned
for the anterior portion of the patient. Therefore, following
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Abstract To improve surgical visualization and facilitate the procedure, one-lung ventilation (OLV)
is frequently used during thoracic surgery. Although generally well tolerated, the
ventilation–perfusion inequality induced by OLV may lead to a decrease in oxygenation
and, at times, hypoxemia. Effective treatment algorithms and strategies are necessary
for the treatment of hypoxemia during OLV to ensure that the technique can be
continued without interruption and allow for completion of the surgical procedure.
Treatment strategies may include applying positive end expiratory pressure to the
nonoperative lung, continuous positive airway pressure or low flow oxygen insufflation
to the operative lung, decreasing anesthetic agents that interfere with hypoxic
pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV), or switching to total intravenous anesthesia.
Although less commonly employed, α-adrenergic agonists may also improve oxygen-
ation during OLV by augmenting HPV. We present a 12-year-old girl who developed
hypoxemia during OLV, which was not corrected by the usual maneuvers. Hypoxemia
was successfully treated with a phenylephrine infusion. The potential applications of
α-adrenergic agonists such as phenylephrine in the treatment of hypoxemia during OLV
are discussed and its physiologic basis reviewed.
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anesthetic induction, her trachea was intubated with a 32
French, double-lumen endotracheal tube (DLT), the position
of which was confirmed using bronchoscopic visualization in
addition to standard auscultation. Correct positioning was
further confirmed with fiberoptic bronchoscopy after the
patient was positioned in the left lateral decubitus position.
Maintenance anesthesia was achieved with infusions of pro-
pofol, dexmedetomidine, and remifentanil. Pressure control
ventilation was initiated with a peak inspiratory pressure of
12 cm H2O, tidal volume of 8 mL/kg, fraction of inspired
oxygen of 1.0, respiratory rate of 12 breaths per minute, and
positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 4 cm H2O. OLVwas
initiated and the inspiratory pressure was adjusted to 14 cm
H2O to maintain a tidal volume of 8 mL/kg. The patient’s
oxygen saturation remained at 100% for approximately 10
minutes after the initiation of OLV. During the following 3
minutes, and before surgical incision, the patient’s oxygen
saturation rapidly decreased from 100 to 64%. Two-lung
ventilation was immediately resumed with a prompt return
of the oxygen saturation to 100%. Mean arterial pressure
(MAP) remained stable throughout this time at 55 to 65 mm
Hg. Fiber optic bronchoscopy confirmed correct positioning
of the DLT. OLV was then resumed with an increase of the
PEEP to 7 cmH2Oandpeak inspiratory pressure of 14 to 15 cm
H2O to achieve tidal volumes of 10 to 11 mL/kg. With these
settings, the patient’s oxygen saturation slowly decreased to a
low of 88% during the next 10 minutes. Continuous positive
airway pressure (CPAP) was then applied to the nondepen-
dent lung, which increased the oxygen saturation to 90 to
92%. The surgeon was allowed to begin video-assisted thor-
acoscopy and the patient’s oxygenation remained stable.
Approximately 10 minutes after the incision, the surgeon
noted that the nondependent lung was overinflated, prevent-
ing surgical access to the anterior portion of the spine. CPAP
was discontinued and surgical visualization improved. How-
ever, the oxygen saturations decreased to 85 to 88%. Hemo-
dynamic function remained stable with a MAP of 60 mm Hg.
A 50-µg bolus of phenylephrine was administered in an
attempt to improve oxygen saturation and avoid the need to
abort OLV. The MAP increased to 70 to 75 mm Hg with an
immediate improvement in oxygen saturation to 94%. A
phenylephrine infusion was started at 0.1 µg/kg/min and
titrated to 0.3 µg/kg/min with the oxygen saturation reaching
a high of 96% with an MAP of 80 mm Hg. The phenylephrine
was continued at 0.3 µg/kg/min for the remainder of the
anterior portion of the surgical procedure, which lasted 2 to
3hours. During this time, the oxygen saturationswere stable at
96 to 98%. At the conclusion of the anterior component of the
procedure, two-lung ventilationwas resumed, the phenyleph-
rine infusionwas discontinued, and the DLTwas exchanged for
a standard single-lumen endotracheal tube. The posterior
portion of the surgical procedurewas completed uneventfully.
The patient’s tracheawas extubated in the operating room and
she was transported to the postanesthesia care unit (PACU). In
the PACU, her oxygen saturation remained at 100% on 1 L/min
oxygen administered via nasal cannula. She was discharged to
the inpatient ward in a stable condition and the remainder of
postoperative course was unremarkable.

Discussion

With advances in thoracic surgical techniques, certain re-
quirements have been placed on anesthetic care. During
thoracoscopy, effective OLV is generally required to allow
for adequate surgical visualization. Therefore, a systematic
approach to the treatment of hypoxemia is needed. As was
illustrated in our case, severe hypoxemia during OLV should
be immediately treated by the administration of 100% oxygen
and restoration of two-lung ventilation. Examination with
fiberoptic bronchoscopy was performed to rule out DLT
malposition andmechanical obstruction. Additional attempts
of OLV should be combined with strategies to improve
ventilation–perfusion mismatching including elimination of
dependent lung atelectasis with PEEP and recruitment ma-
neuvers,3,4 application of CPAP or low flow oxygen insuf-
flations to the nondependent (surgical) lung,5 elimination of
volatile anesthetic agents,6,7 and in specific circumstances the
addition of inhaled nitric oxide (iNO) to the intraoperative gas
regimen.8,9

As demonstrated by our case, these methods are not
universally effective nor are they without drawbacks. Increas-
ing PEEP to the dependent lung has the potential to paradoxi-
cally worsen hypoxemia by increasing shunt fraction through
the nondependent lung via its effects on pulmonary vascular
resistance.10Recruitmentmaneuversmayhave the same effect
as well as cause transient decreases in cardiac output.3,4

Application of CPAP or low flow oxygen insufflations to the
nondependent lung can often create undesirable surgical
conditions, especially during video-assisted thoracoscopy.
Elimination of volatile anesthetic agents and converting to a
total intravenous anesthetic has the theoretical advantage of
improving hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV), though
this is controversial11,12 and unsupported by a 2008 Cochrane
Database review.13 The intraoperative use of iNO has the
potential advantage of reducing shunt fraction by selectively
vasodilating only the areas of the lung that are perfused with
negligible effects on the systemic circulation.14 However,
issues include cost and the logistics of the additional equip-
ment that is required for its administration, which may not be
readily available in all operating rooms.15

In our case, recruitment of alveoli in the dependent lung
via increased tidal volumes and the addition of PEEP was
unsuccessful in increasing the oxygen saturation. Although
low flow oxygen insufflation to the operative lung was not
successful, the oxygen saturation increased with application
of CPAP to the nondependent lung. However, interference
with surgical exposure necessitated the discontinuation of
CPAP. With discontinuation of CPAP to the nondependent
lung, recruitment maneuvers alone proved to be inadequate
in maintaining adequate oxygen saturation. With the CPAP
off, the patient’s saturation was not low enough to require
immediate return to two-lung ventilation, although the slow
trend downward to less than 90% suggested that another
oxygenation strategy was necessary.

Almitrine is a peripheral chemoreceptor agonist that has
been shown to increase pulmonary vascular resistance with-
out significant systemic hemodynamic consequence.16
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Human studies have demonstrated almitrine’s ability to
augment HPV and improve oxygenation during adult respi-
ratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and OLV, both alone and in
combination with iNO.14,17,18 Unfortunately, almitrine has
also been associated with peripheral neuropathy after pro-
longed use and is not available in the United States. Although
almitrine is not available to us for clinical use, the concept of
pharmacologic augmentation of HPV remains an interesting
possibility. It has been suggested that even a nonselective
vasoconstrictor, when given alone, could improve oxygen-
ation by augmenting HPV.19,20

Phenylephrine is an α-adrenergic receptor agonist with
nonselective vasoconstricting properties on both the pulmo-
nary and systemic circulation. To our knowledge, only one
group of investigators has prospectively studied phenyleph-
rine as a therapy for augmenting HPV in hypoxemic patients.21

Doering et al evaluated the effects of phenylephrine, iNO, and
the combination of the two in the treatment of hypoxemia in
adults with ARDS. Twelve patients with ARDS were given
phenylephrine, iNO, and the combination of the two in random
order. Although all therapies improved the PaO2, 6 of the 12
patients were classified as “phenylephrine responders.”
Among the phenylephrine responders, the PaO2 increased by
an average of 27 mm Hg (p < 0.05 when compared with
baseline). Inhaled NO increased PaO2 by an average of
33 mm Hg (p ¼ nonsignificant when compared with phenyl-
ephrine), whereas the combination of the two agents in-
creased PaO2 by an average of 55 mm Hg (p < 0.05
compared with either agent alone).

In a similar case report, Sato and Kato22 presented a
59-year-old woman who was hypoxic while undergoing
clipping of a cerebral aneurysm. A phenylephrine infusion
was used, which increased PaO2 from 100 to 150 mm Hg.
Interestingly, they reported that the PaO2 decreased back to
100 mm Hg when the phenylephrine infusion was discon-
tinued at the end of the surgery.

The effect of phenylephrine may represent the selective
enhancement of HPV and may be beneficial in improving
oxygenationwhenventilation–perfusion inequalities are pres-
ent related either to pulmonary parenchymal disease (ARDS)
or OLV. Given the difficulties faced by anesthesiologists during
OLV, pharmacologic augmentation of HPV could prove to be of
great clinical benefit. Although anecdotal, our experience
demonstrates that phenylephrine should be considered to
improve oxygenation during OLV when conventional techni-
ques fail. In our case, the addition of phenylephrine allowed for
the use of OLV and successful completion of the thoracoscopic
portion of the procedure. We suggest that the use of phenyl-
ephrine to enhanceHPVandmaintain oxygenation during OLV
warrants further prospective investigation.
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